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Above image features cabinetry in Laminex Impressions Raw Birchply.
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Laminex Impressions Textured Finishes
®

Laminex Impressions Textured Finishes are inspired by the beauty of natural timber. Impressions offers
an extensive range of distinct textured woodgrains and select solid colours. Providing an economical
board alternative to timber veneers, our two distinct finishes, Chalk and Nuance, feature realistic
grain structures creating a subtle and organic aesthetic.
Nuance finish is a combination of matte and gloss that mimics the effect of a sandblasted straight
grain to add beauty and realism. Designed for cabinetry and low-wear surfaces, Nuance finish is a
dual-gloss finish that creates the look of linear veneer.
Chalk finish is a low-gloss tactile finish with the look and feel of a raw veneer, suitable for benchtops
and cabinetry. The designs have been inspired by a range of timbers, such as salvaged planks and
beamwoods, timeless oaks and rich earthy walnuts.
To view the colour range, go to laminex.com.au
For full technical details, refer to the Technical Support Informations available at laminex.com.au

Product Finish Details
Product

Finishes
Impressions Finishes

High Pressure Laminate (HPL)
Post Forming Laminate
Non-Post Forming Laminate

 Selected décors


Low Pressure Melamine (LPM)

Nuance Finish

Standard Decorated Board
Lamiwood MR MDF

 Selected décors

Large Format Commercial Range
Decorwood E0 MDF
Vertiboard MR E0 Particleboard
Structural MR E0 MDF



A combination of matte and
gloss that mimics the effect of a
sandblasted straight grain. Designed
for cabinetry and low-wear surfaces.

 Selected décors


Edging
Matching Edging

 Selected décors

Decorated Panels
AbsoluteMatte Panels



Compact Laminate
Multipurpose Compact Laminate



Chalk Finish
A low-gloss tactile finish with the
look and feel of a raw veneer, suitable
for benchtops and cabinetry.

For full décor and size details, please refer to the National Availability Guide at laminex.com.au
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